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Abstract 

 
In this study, two important large-scale path loss models, which are 

Close-In (CI) model with free space reference distance and Float 

Intercept (FI) model, were compared in indoor laboratory scenario 
for fifth-generation (5G) radio systems. Comparisons are 

conducted using a ray-tracing-based simulation environment at ten 
different measurement points, at 33 GHz center frequency, and 

distances between 1,5 to 9 m. According to the results obtained, 

the one-parameter CI model is simpler and more consistent than 
the two-parameter FI model. CI model offers better simulation 

accuracy, greater simplicity, and better iterability between 

experiments, besides better adaptation to both line-of-sight and 
non-line-of-sight conditions. In addition, the CI model exhibit high 

stability at wide frequency ranges. 

 
 

Keywords: CI model, FI model, indoor laboratory environment, 

large-scale path loss model, 33 GHz. 
 

 

Öz 

 
Bu çalışmada, beşinci nesil (5G) radyo sistemleri için bina-içi 

laboratuvar ortamında iki önemli geniş ölçekli yol kaybı modeli 

karşılaştırılmıştır. Bu modeller, yakın mesafe (YM) referans 
modeli ve kayan kesme (KK) modelidir. Ölçümler ışın izleme 

temelli bir simülasyon programı ile 10 farklı noktada, 33 GHz 
merkez frekansında yapılmıştır. Verici ile alıcı arasındaki mesafe 

1,5 ila 9 m arasında değişmektedir. Elde edilen sonuçlar 

göstermektedir ki, bir parametreli YM modeli, iki parametreli KK 
modelinden daha basit ve daha tutarlıdır. YM modeli, verici ile 

alıcı arasında görüş hattı olan ve olmayan koşullara daha iyi 

adaptasyon sağlayabilmektedir. Ayrıca ölçümler sırasında daha iyi 
simülasyon doğruluğu, daha fazla basitlik ve tekrarlanabilirlik 

sağlamaktadır. Bunların yanı sıra YM modeli geniş frekans 

aralıklarında yüksek kararlılık sergileyebilmektedir. 

 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Bina-içi laboratuvar ortamı, geniş ölçekli yol 
kaybı modeli, kayan kesme (KK) modeli, yakın mesafe (YM) 

modeli, 33 GHz. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Today, the number of personal communication devices such as smartphones and tablets are 

increasing rapidly. However, users' demands for data access anytime, anywhere are also 

growing. This situation has forced service providers to provide higher data rates and quality. 

New spectrums and innovative technologies are needed to meet the demand for data access. This 

promotes the development of innovative technology such as 5G wireless communication and a 

new spectrum such as the millimeter waves (mmWaves) (Agubor et al., 2019) (Haneda et al., 

2016). 5G communication systems, which have just completed their development, are expected 

to offer revolutionary technologies while using new spectrums and unique architectural concepts 

(Boccardi et al., 2014) (Dahlman et al., 2021). Thus engineers who want to assist in the design of 

5G communication systems need to develop channel models and new standards (Güneser & 

Seker, 2019). Channel characterization in the mmWave band has been performed by researchers 

before. Violette et al. conducted measurements in downtown Denver, wideband non-line-of-sight 

(NLoS) channels at 9,6, 28,8 and 57,6 GHz (Bechta et al., 2019) (Violette et al., 1988). The 

measurement data presented in these studies are insufficient. Channel modeling and propagation 

measurements were studied in the 60 GHz band outdoors in various city streets (Dupleich et al., 

2019) (Løvnes et al., 1994). Stochastic channel modeling was performed site-specific (Dupleich 

et al., 2019). Therefore, the study was limited to Germany and Japan only (Dupleich et al., 

2019). Samsung has actively worked on mmWave band measurement and channel modeling for 

5G and beyond 5G mobile communication technologies (Hong et al., 2017). In this study, 

multibeam antenna technologies are studied rather than channel modeling for 5G mobile 

communication systems (Hong et al., 2017). Channel measurements were carried out in the E-

band (81-86 GHz) in Helsinki, Finland. Aalto University performed measurements in the street 

canyon scenario for point-to-point communication (Kyrö et al., 2012). In this paper, geometry-

based single-bounce channel model is developed for point-to-point communications in E-band 

(Kyrö et al., 2012). The single-bounce technique is insufficient for channel modelling. In our 

study, the shooting and bouncing rays technique is used. Extensive propagation measurements 

were conducted in the 28 GHz, 38 GHz and 73 GHz bands in outdoor (i.e., urban microcell 

(UMi), urban macrocell (UMa)) and indoor scenarios (Rappaport et al., 2015) (Rappaport et al., 

2013). In these studies, temporal and spatial statistics were obtained by ray-tracing technique. 

The omnidirectional path loss models in dense urban environments in the 28 GHz and 73 GHz 

bands are examined (Maccartney et al., 2014). Measurements are carried out at various 

frequencies of the mmWave band in various parts of the world. There are many measurement 

campaigns that have not yet been studied or published, for example the measurement data in this 

paper have not been published yet.   

 

In this paper, measurements were carried out in a ray-trace based simulation environment at the 

Engineering Faculty, Karabuk University. The indoor environment is preferred because the 

wavelength is small, and the attenuation is high in the mmWave band. The center frequency is 

33 GHz, the bandwidth is 1 GHz. Two of the most used path loss models in the literature, the 

Close-In (CI) free space reference distance model, and the Floating Intercept (FI) model are 

compared (Al-samman et al., 2020) (Hemadeh et al., 2018) (Sun et al., 2018).   

 

 

2. RAY-TRACE BASED MEASUREMENT 

 

Wireless Insite software was used as a ray tracing-based simulation environment. Wireless Insite 

software is produced by REMCOM Inc. With Wireless Insite, complex indoor environments, 

urban environments, and rural environments can be simulated. Besides, it can predict the 

characteristics of the communication channel and electromagnetic propagation efficiently and 

accurately (Remcom, 2020). 
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2.1. Properties of Simulation Environment 

 

Simulations were conducted with Wireless Insite 3.3.0.3 version. The waveform was selected as 

a sinusoid. The center frequency is 33 GHz, bandwidth is 1 GHz, and phase angle is 0˚ in the 

simulation environment. On the transmitter side, an omnidirectional antenna was used. The 

transmitter antenna has a gain of 20 dBi, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) value 1, E-

plane half-power beamwidth of 45˚, and input power of 25 dBm. On the receiver side, a 

broadband directional pyramidal horn antenna was used. The receiver antenna has a gain of 18,5 

dBi, VSWR value 1, and 3 dB beamwidth of 10˚ in E-plane and 11˚ in H-plane. Both the 

transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna are vertically polarized. In the simulation 

environment, Shooting-and-Bouncing-Rays (SBR) method was chosen as the ray-tracing method 

and the Full 3-D model was selected as the propagation model. The parameters used in the 

simulation environment are listed in Table I. 

 

Table 1. Properties of The System 

 

Parameter Configuration Unit 

Center frequency 33 GHz 

Bandwidth 1 GHz 

Transmitted signal Continuous-wave - 

Transmitter and receiver 

antenna 

Omnidirectional and 

directional pyramidal 

horn antenna 

- 

The output power of the 

transmitter antenna 
25 dBm 

Transmitter antenna height 2,3 m 

Receiver antenna height 1,6 m 

 

2.2. Simulation Scenario 

 

We performed simulation campaigns in the indoor laboratory on the 1st floor of the Engineering 

Faculty building, University of Karabuk. The simulation environment was a well-known indoor 

office, floor made of drywall, ceiling, and walls made of concrete, glass windows, wooden 

furniture, and doors. The dielectric and roughness properties of the materials used in the 

simulation environment for modeling the laboratory are listed in Table 2. The transmitter 

antenna was mounted 2,3 meters above the ground as in characteristic indoor hotspots, and the 

receiver antenna was mounted 1,6 meters as in characteristic handsets. In the laboratory, the 

transmitter antenna was fixed, the receiving antenna was positioned in 10 different locations for 

simulations of both line of sight (LoS) and NLoS. The directional horn antenna on the receiver 

side was rotated in 10˚ steps over the azimuth plane. Both omnidirectional antenna and 

pyramidal horn antenna were vertically polarized in all simulation tests. The simulation structure 

prepared in the Wireless Insite environment which is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Table 2. Dielectric Parameters of Materials in The Simulation Environment 

 

Material Dielectric constant Conductivity Roughness 

Drywall 2,8 0,001 0,2 

Concrete 15 0,015 0,2 

Ceiling 15 0,015 0 

Glass 2,4 0,000 0 

Wood 5 0,000 0,1 
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Figure 1. The Simulation Campaign System 

 

In the case of LoS, the seperation distance between the transmitter and the receiver ranges from 

1,5 m to 9 m. Ray tracing-based measurements were carried out in 1,5 m steps. Similarly, in the 

case of NLoS, the seperation distance between the transmitter and the receiver ranges from 9,02 

m to 21,80 m and the measurements were conducted in 1,83 m steps. The indoor laboratory 

where the measurements were performed is 7,4 m long, 11,57 m wide and 3,3 m high. Figure 2 

shows the laboratory environment where the ray-traced based study is performed. The plan of the 

laboratory, the transmitter position (omnidirectional antenna), and the receiver positions (red 

marks) are shown in Figure 3. In each of transmitter and receiver combinations, the receiver was 

rotated over the entire azimuth plane with 10˚ steps. For example, in the case of LoS, while the 

seperation distance between the transmitter and receiver was 1,5 m, the receiver was rotated 10 

degrees clockwise in the azimuth plane and all channel parameters were measured. It was then 

rotated 20 degrees. Thus 36 different angles of arrival were obtained. Elevation plane kept 

constant at 0˚. The transmitter antenna kept constant at 0˚ in both azimuth and elevation planes. 
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Figure 2. Indoor Laboratory Environment 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Top View of Laboratory Plan 

 

 

3. LARGE-SCALE PATH LOSS MODEL ANALYSIS 

 

Propagation models estimate the average signal power for an arbitrary separation distance 

between the transmitter and receiver. These models called large-scale propagation models are 

also useful for estimating coverage area of a transmitter. Path loss models are mathematical 

calculations derived to predict the transmission paths and connected losses of the signal in a 

given environment based on variable parameters such as distance, obstacles in the transmission 

path and frequency band. Path loss models are used to estimate received signal power as a 

function of distance. The aim of this study is to compare the performance of two different large-
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scale path loss models in a indoor laboratory environment. This paper focused on CI and FI path 

loss models (Faruk et al., 2021). 

 

3.1. Close-in Reference Distance and Floating Intercept Path Loss Models 

 

CI and FI path loss models can predict large-scale path loss at all frequencies in a specific 

scenario. The formula of the CI model (Rappaport et al., 2015) is given in (1): 

 

[dB] [dB] 10 log ( )
10   CI CIPL FSPL n d X                                                                              (1) 

 

where n  represents the path loss exponent, d  denotes the 3-dimensional distance between the 

receiver and the transmitter, 
CIX  denotes a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with a 

standard deviation   and FSPL  represents the free space path loss in dB where the distance 

between the receiver and the transmitter is 1 m. 

 

4
[dB] 20log

10

 
  

 

f
FSPL

c
                                                                                  (2) 

 

where f  represents the carrier frequency and c  represents the speed of light. It is seen that the 

CI model uses only one parameter (path loss exponent) from the equations given above and the 

free space path loss value is proportional with the frequency as seen on Eq. 3 for the FI model 

(Svensson at al., 2007):  

 

[dB] 10 log ( )
10

    FI FIPL d X                                                                                           (3) 

 

where   denotes the path loss exponent,   denotes the offset value optimized for path loss, d  

denotes the 3-dimensional distance between the receiver and the transmitter, 
FIX  denotes a 

zero-mean Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation  . The coefficients   and   in 

the FI model are generated from the measurement results. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. CI and FI Path Loss Models 
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The path loss models obtained using (1) and (3) are shown in Figure 4. Each column contains 36 

black dots, which represent 36 path loss values acquired from 36 azimuth angles. The parameters 

of the two path loss models are summarized in Table 3. Compared CI model to the FI model, it 

was observed that the shadow fading value is higher and the path loss intercept value is smaller. 

The reason is that the FI model has two parameters and the parameters can be adjustable to 

converge to the measured value. Both the path loss exponent ( n ) parameter in the CI model   

and   parameters in the FI model were obtained by applying the minimum mean square error 

method to the path loss data obtained from the measurements. 

 

Table 3. Parameters of Path Loss Models 

 

Parameter LoS NLoS 

CI 

Path loss exponent 2,373 3,181 

Path loss intercept 62,81 62,81 

  9,24 8,13 

FI 

Path loss exponent 0,928 2,00 

Path loss intercept 81,88 79,17 

  6,14 6,13 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work, we compared performance of FI and CI path loss models by using a software at 33 

GHz mmWave frequency in the indoor laboratory environment. The software used is based on 

the ray tracing method. The CI model depends on the transmitter's power and standardizes all 

measurements around a free space reference distance of 1 m. Thus, it provides ease of 

calculation for varying distances using only one parameter ( n ). The FI model has two 

parameters (  and  ) that are changing quite irregularly in different frequency ranges and 

different scenarios. Compared to the CI model, it was observed that the FI model reduced the 

standard deviation by a small amount. 

 

Regarding the results, the CI model provides a simple and one-parameter physical basis, while 

the FI model offers less path loss at close distances to the transmitter and greater path loss at the 

distances away from the transmitter, providing two parameters without a physical basis.  
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